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Read the novel The New York Times named “[a] perfectly orchestrated
girl&dash;who&dash;cried&dash;wolf thriller.”

“Could be the next Gone Girl success story.”—Independent (UK)

Reader beware: You'll think you know what's happening, and you'll think
you see what's coming next… But you'll be very, very wrong. 

Fifteen&dash;year&dash;old Yasmin Doner is a social misfit—obese, obsessive
and deemed a freak by her peers at school. With her father dead and her mother
in a new relationship, Yasmin yearns for a sense of belonging, finding comfort
only in food and the fantasy of being close to Alice Taylor, a girl at school.
Yasmin will do anything to become friends with pretty and popular Alice—even
if Alice, like everyone else, thinks she's a freak. 

When Yasmin notices a sinister&dash;looking man watching Alice from the
school fence, she sees a way of finally winning Alice's affection—because how
this stranger is staring is far more than just looking, it's wanting. Because this
stranger, Yasmin believes, is going to take Alice. Yasmin decides to find out
more about this man so that when he does take Alice, Yasmin will be the only
one who knows his name and where he lives…the only one who can save her.  

But as Yasmin discovers more about him, her affections begin to shift. Perhaps
she was wrong about him. Perhaps she doesn't need Alice after all. 

And then Alice vanishes.
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Read the novel The New York Times named “[a] perfectly orchestrated
girl&dash;who&dash;cried&dash;wolf thriller.”

“Could be the next Gone Girl success story.”—Independent (UK)

Reader beware: You'll think you know what's happening, and you'll think you see what's coming
next… But you'll be very, very wrong. 

Fifteen&dash;year&dash;old Yasmin Doner is a social misfit—obese, obsessive and deemed a freak by her
peers at school. With her father dead and her mother in a new relationship, Yasmin yearns for a sense of
belonging, finding comfort only in food and the fantasy of being close to Alice Taylor, a girl at school.
Yasmin will do anything to become friends with pretty and popular Alice—even if Alice, like everyone else,
thinks she's a freak. 

When Yasmin notices a sinister&dash;looking man watching Alice from the school fence, she sees a way of
finally winning Alice's affection—because how this stranger is staring is far more than just looking, it's
wanting. Because this stranger, Yasmin believes, is going to take Alice. Yasmin decides to find out more
about this man so that when he does take Alice, Yasmin will be the only one who knows his name and where
he lives…the only one who can save her.  

But as Yasmin discovers more about him, her affections begin to shift. Perhaps she was wrong about him.
Perhaps she doesn't need Alice after all. 

And then Alice vanishes.
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Editorial Review

Review
"[A] perfectly orchestrated girl-who cried-wolf thriller.... Kavanagh's second-person narration ... reveals the
very thin line that separates garden-variety teenage agita from dangerous delusion.... [T]he artfulness with
which [Kavanagh] deceives and manipulates is so downright creepy that one periodically finds oneself in the
discomfiting posture of cheering on the bullies and the mean girls."-The New York Times Book Review

"[W]ildly clever...spectacular...The conclusion underscore[s] the author's searing insight into teenage
behavior and the desperation for connection."-Publishers Weekly

"An unreliable narrator in the most intriguing way.... A quick, thoroughly enjoyable read."-Booklist

"A tale of loneliness and teenage obsession which could be the next Gone Girl success story."-Independent
(UK)

"A brilliantly twisted coming-of-age tale... The story chillingly, compulsively unravels."-Sunday Express

"A striking and highly enjoyable debut."-Sophie Hannah, New York Times bestselling author

"Tasha Kavanagh's Yasmin is as complex and believable a narrator as you will find. Her honesty drives the
novel to its unflinching, brilliant conclusion and is why Things We Have in Common is so disturbing...so
impossible to set aside." -Travis Mulhauser, author of Sweetgirl

"With a dark and suspenseful plot that keeps the reader guessing until the final pages, Things We Have in
Common is an assured debut narrated by an alarming and original voice." -The Irish Times

"Kavanagh does orchestrate some successful plot twists that are reminiscent of other psychological thrillers-
classics by Ruth Rendell, for example, or more recent hits like Gone Girl."-Kirkus Reviews

"A pitch-black comedy thriller."-The Guardian

About the Author
Tasha Kavanagh has an MA in Creative Writing and has worked as an editor on feature films, including The
Talented Mr. Ripley, Twelve Monkeys and Seven Years in Tibet. Her first adult novel is Things We Have in
Common and it was shortlisted for the Costa First Novel Award and the Desmond Elliott Prize for New
Fiction. She lives in Hertfordshire with her family and three cats.

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Barbara Akins:

What do you consider book? It is just for students because they are still students or it for all people in the
world, the particular best subject for that? Just simply you can be answered for that concern above. Every
person has several personality and hobby for each and every other. Don't to be obligated someone or



something that they don't need do that. You must know how great along with important the book Things We
Have in Common. All type of book is it possible to see on many sources. You can look for the internet
sources or other social media.

Stephen Vancleave:

Do you have something that you like such as book? The book lovers usually prefer to opt for book like
comic, short story and the biggest the first is novel. Now, why not trying Things We Have in Common that
give your fun preference will be satisfied by reading this book. Reading addiction all over the world can be
said as the opportinity for people to know world better then how they react towards the world. It can't be
mentioned constantly that reading habit only for the geeky man or woman but for all of you who wants to be
success person. So , for every you who want to start examining as your good habit, it is possible to pick
Things We Have in Common become your personal starter.

Michael Kelly:

Do you really one of the book lovers? If so, do you ever feeling doubt when you are in the book store? Try to
pick one book that you find out the inside because don't ascertain book by its cover may doesn't work here is
difficult job because you are afraid that the inside maybe not while fantastic as in the outside look likes.
Maybe you answer is usually Things We Have in Common why because the excellent cover that make you
consider about the content will not disappoint anyone. The inside or content is usually fantastic as the outside
or maybe cover. Your reading 6th sense will directly assist you to pick up this book.

Betty Peoples:

On this era which is the greater person or who has ability to do something more are more valuable than other.
Do you want to become one among it? It is just simple strategy to have that. What you should do is just
spending your time little but quite enough to possess a look at some books. On the list of books in the top
checklist in your reading list is usually Things We Have in Common. This book that is qualified as The
Hungry Mountains can get you closer in turning into precious person. By looking up and review this e-book
you can get many advantages.
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